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Live updatesLive updates, ‘Not Gaza anymore’: Nothing but ruins and rubble for displaced returnees
Demands for direct action against Israel gain traction with calls for a halt of weapon transfers and economic sanctions.
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[image: Palestinians walk through the destruction in the wake of an Israeli air and ground offensive in Khan Younis]



EXPLAINER

When is Eid al-Fitr 2024 and how is it celebrated?

The three-day festival celebrates the completion of the fasting month of Ramadan by Muslims across the world.
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Live updatesLive updates, EU slams ‘reckless’ drone attack on Zaporizhzhia nuclear plant
Russia says Ukraine attacks Zaporizhzhia nuclear plant with a drone, but Kyiv denies it.
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[image: FILE PHOTO: A Russian service member stands guard at a checkpoint near the Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant before the arrival of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) expert mission in the course of Russia-Ukraine conflict outside Enerhodar in the Zaporizhzhia region, Russian-controlled Ukraine, June 15, 2023. REUTERS/Alexander Ermochenko/File Photo]




What do Texan red heifers have to do with Al-Aqsa and a Jewish temple?

Temple Movement’s plan to sacrifice the cattle seen as step towards its goal of building the Third Temple over Al-Aqsa.
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[image: This picture taken on April 27, 2023 shows red heifer cows imported from the US by the Boneh Israel ("Building Israel") organisation, feeding at a farm in Hamadya near the northern city of Beit Shean. With imported red cows, ancient hymns and growing support, some nationalist Jews hope to rebuild their temple in Jerusalem's Old City, at a site at the heart of Israeli-Palestinian tensions. (Photo by JACK GUEZ / AFP)]



EXCLUSIVE

Indigenous people in Philippines’s north ‘ready to fight’ as tensions rise

The remote island of Itbayat is in the eye of any conflict with China and its residents are preparing themselves.
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[image: A view of the port in Itbayat. There are jagged cliffs and rocks. A small boat is tied to the shore with ropes, People are waiting to board. The sea looks choppy. The island spreads out behind.]




Turkey restricts exports of 54 products to Israel until Gaza ceasefire

Trade Ministry says decision to remain in place until Israel stops attacks and allows adequate aid into Gaza.
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[image: Protest in solidarity with Palestinians, in Istanbul]




Israel says ‘date set’ for Rafah invasion amid ongoing Gaza ceasefire talks

Hamas says Israel is not acceding to demands of a military withdrawal and allowing Palestinians to return home.
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[image: Palestinians who had taken refuge in Rafah, leave the city to return to Khan Yunis]




South Africa’s Zuma wins court bid to contest upcoming election

South Africa’s electoral court overturns earlier decision that had barred the ex-president from contesting the polls.
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[image: Former South African President Jacob Zuma speaks to supporters of the uMkhonto weSizwe Party outside the High Court in Durban]



EXPLAINER

As Palestine applies for full UN membership, what’s in the way?

History set to be repeated as US prepares to wield veto, insisting Palestine must negotiate statehood with Israel first.
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[image: Palestinian Ambassador to the United Nations Riyad Mansour addresses United Nations Security Council]




Simon Harris becomes Ireland’s youngest-ever prime minister

The 37-year-old replaces Leo Varadkar, who said he was quitting as party leader and PM for personal, political reasons.
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